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Abstract: For centuries, the rapid development of human society has already made human activity 
the dominant factor in the terrestrial ecosystem. As the city of greatest importance in China, the 
capital Beijing has experienced eco-environmental changes with unprecedented economic and 
population growth during the past few decades. To better understand the ecological transition and 
its correlations in Beijing, Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Operational Land Imager (OLI) 
images were used to investigate vegetation coverage changes using a dimidiate pixel model. 
Piecewise linear regression, bivariate-partial correlation analysis, and factor analysis were applied 
to the probing of the relationship between vegetation coverage changes and climatic/human-
induced factors. The results showed that from 2000 to 2005, 2005 to 2010, and 2010 to 2015, Beijing 
experienced both restoration (6.33%, 10.08%, and 12.81%, respectively) and degradation (13.62%, 
9.35%, and 9.49%, respectively). The correlation analysis results between climate and vegetation 
changes demonstrated that from 2000 to 2015, both the multi-year annual mean temperature  
(r = −0.819, p < 0.01) and the multi-year annual mean precipitation (r = 0.653, p < 0.05) had a 
significantly correlated relationship with vegetation change. The Beijing-Tianjin Sandstorm Source 
Control Project (BTSSCP) has shown beneficial spatial effects on vegetation restoration; the total 
effectiveness in conservation areas (84.94 in 2000–2010) was much better than non-BTSSCP areas 
(34.34 in 2000–2010). The most contributory socioeconomic factors were the population 
(contribution = 54.356%) and gross domestic product (GDP) (contribution = 30.677%). The 
population showed a significantly negative correlation with the overall vegetation coverage  
(r = −0.684, p < 0.05). The GDP was significantly negatively correlated with vegetation in Tongzhou, 
Daxing, Central city, Fangshan, Shunyi, and Changping (r = −0.601, p < 0.01), while positively related 
in Huairou, Miyun, Pinggu, Mentougou and Yanqing (r = 0.614, p < 0.01). These findings confirm 
that human activity is a very significant factor in impacting and explaining vegetation changes, and 
that some socioeconomic influences on vegetation coverage are highly spatially heterogeneous, 
based on the context of different areas. 
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1. Introduction 

During the past five decades, the population growth and the expansion of economic and human 
activities have put enormous pressure on the world’s ecosystem and biodiversity [1]. China has 
become the second largest economy in the world since the 1970s, yet the costs of this success are 
reflected in the high levels of environmental degradation [2]. As the city of greatest importance in 
China, the capital Beijing, during past decades, has experienced eco-environmental changes, along 
with the rapid development of the population and the economy. 

Vegetation is the most basic part of the ecosystem [3]. In the long geological history of the earth, 
carbon stocks in vegetation are almost the only source of oxygen in the atmosphere, determining the 
trend of the earth’s environment. Vegetation coverage has changed dynamically over time, which is 
of vital importance to global climate change and the creation of environmental policies [4–12]. 
Fractional vegetation coverage (FVC) is a sensitive and important ecological parameter for describing 
vegetation biomes and ecosystems, and for responding to regional or global environmental change, 
which is defined as the ratio of the vertical vegetation projected area and surface area within the 
observation region [13–15]. Numerous researchers have used FVC to reveal laws of spatial variation 
of the surface, to discuss driving factors of change, and to analyze regional ecological transitions 
[11,16–18]. For example, Wu et al. [19] used FVC to estimate the change trend from 1982 to 2011 by 
GIMMS NDVI data on a global scale. Zhang et al. [20] analyzed and appraised the changes in 
vegetation patterns and revealed a pattern of spatial change in the vegetation coverage of a typical 
oasis region in the Tarim River Watershed, by producing a map of FVC levels. Linear spectral mixture 
analysis was used in Tang et al.’s study to estimate the urban green density in the Baltimore-
Washington corridor area, with an emphasis on assessing the greenness pattern and its dynamic 
process [21].  

Sun et al. and Huang et al. concluded that temperature and precipitation are both significant in 
impacting vegetation variation with high spatial and temporal heterogeneity, and that temperature 
exhibits a negative influence, while precipitation exhibits a positive influence on vegetation in the 
Tibetan Plateau based on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [22,23]. With the 
growing population and economy, many studies have gradually concluded that the human-induced 
activities are the dominant factors affecting vegetation greening and browning. Feng et al. used a 
pooled regression model to consider the relative roles of climate change and human activities on 
desertified areas and vegetation coverage. The results showed that socioeconomic factors were the 
dominant factors affecting desertification [24]. Lü et al. [25] quantified the changing trends in 
vegetation using the FVC estimated by remote sensing and analyzed the influential factors. The 
results indicated that China experienced both vegetation greening and browning with great 
heterogeneity, and the most significantly influential factors for vegetation changes were 
socioeconomic factors. The ecological conservation and restoration policies also played an important 
role. It confirmed that China has been undergoing significant large-scale policy-driven ecological 
restoration [26]. However, the effects on a large scale do not necessarily occur on a small scale, and 
previous studies have concluded the relationship between vegetation transitions and natural or 
human-induced factors at a global, national, or regional level; the provincial and/or city scale is 
lacking [3,27,28]. Furthermore, there are also very few investigations of the spatial heterogeneity of 
human activity’s influential effects.  

As one of the seven super cities and the capital of China, Beijing has the typical features of 
urbanization. Based on the ecological situation and urban developing needs, the government has 
formulated the 11th Five-Year Plan and the 12th Five-Year Plan, to make sure that the ecological 
environment can be adequately protected and improved, alongside Beijing’s rapid economic 
development. Consequently, it can provide important insights into options for harmonizing 
economic growth and environmental protection through studying the relationship between 
urbanization and greenness, both inside China and around the world. In this study, we used FVC to 
assess the spatiotemporal vegetation dynamic in the past 16 years and combined it with climatic and 
socioeconomic data to analyze the impacts of climatic changes and anthropogenic factors on 
vegetation activity by piecewise linear regression, bivariate-partial correlation analysis, and factor 
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analysis. The scientific interests of our research focus on: (1) monitoring the spatiotemporal 
vegetation dynamic and mapping areas of significant vegetation restoration and significant 
vegetation degradation at a 30m spatial resolution; (2) assessing the effectiveness of an ecological 
restoration project by comparing vegetation changes in BTSSCP and non-BTSSCP areas; (3) and 
analyzing the impacts of climatic changes and human activities on vegetation transition and 
discussing the spatial heterogeneity of socioeconomic influences on vegetation changes. 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. Study Area 

Shielded by the Yan Mountains, Beijing is located in the north of the North China Plain  
(115.7°–117.4°E, 39.4°–41.6°N). The center is at 39°54′20″N, 116°25′29″E (Figure 1). Beijing spans over 
160 km (EW) and 176 km (NS), including 16 districts and counties that are adjacent to the provinces 
Tianjin and Hebei. The flatland accounts for 1/3 (6390.3 km2) and the mountain land accounts for 2/3 
(10,417.5 km2) of the total area (~16,353.2 km2). The climate in Beijing is the typical North Temperate 
Zone semi-humid continental monsoon climate with hot and rainy summers, cold and dry winters, 
and a short spring and autumn. The distribution of seasonal precipitation is uneven, with 80% of the 
annual precipitation occurring in June, July, and August. The annual average sunshine duration is 
approximately 2000–2800 h. Distributed in the north and west, the vegetation resources of Beijing are 
mainly warm temperate deciduous broad-leaved forests, and occasionally, temperate coniferous 
forests. Most of the plain has already been turned into farmlands and towns. 

 
Figure 1. Location of study area and the field observation sites. 

2.2. Data Sources and Pre-Processing 

Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-8 OLI ortho-images with a spatial resolution of 30 m from four 
periods (2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015) were downloaded at no cost from USGS 
(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov), the Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences (http://eds.ceode.ac.cn) and Geospatial Data Cloud, Computer Network Information 
Center, CAS (http://www.gscloud.cn). All images were obtained during July or August, covering less 
than 2% clouds. These images were processed as level 1T (precision and terrain corrected) products, 
so we completed pre-processing, including radiometric calibration, FLAASH atmospheric correction, 
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and ortho-rectification. Previous studies have suggested that Landsat-8 OLI data show biased values, 
especially in bands RED and NIR, in comparison with TM data [29,30]; therefore, we completed 
histogram matching between OLI and TM to make the radiation values of the multi-source images 
comparable. We also used the same atmospheric correction method for all Landsat data, as well as 
using the same selectable calibration parameters, which might help alleviate the bias [30]. We created 
mosaics for the 3-scene or 4-scene images (path/row: 122/32, 123/32, 123/33, and 124/32) of each period 
using seamless mosaics in ENVI 5.1, which allowed finer image control and a better fusion of the 
image edges. The land cover data with 30m resolution was supplied by the National Geomatics 
Center of China (http://www.globallandcover.com). The 2000–2015 Beijing statistical yearbooks 
provided the socioeconomic data (e.g., GDP, population) [31]. Time series of annual climate data were 
also obtained from the statistical yearbooks, which were derived from the observation data from the 
Beijing Meteorological Bureau and calculated by the Beijing Statistical Bureau. Multi-year annual 
mean climate data were offered by the National Meteorological Information Center 
(http://data.cmc.cn). 

To validate the accuracy of the FVC results from remote sensing, field FVC data was acquired 
based on the visual estimation method in June and August 2015, in Beijing. Considering the distance 
convenience, vegetation distribution, feasible fieldwork time in the growing season, and staff 
limitation, we carried out field work in vegetated areas such as Huairou, Yanqing, Changping, 
Mentougou, and Fangshan. In total, 63 sample plots were obtained, in which vegetation was 
distributed evenly. The size of each plot was 100 m × 100 m, with two 30 m × 30 m sample squares. 
Three individuals were used to estimate the FVC in each sample square. They walked along the two 
diagonal lines of each sample square and recorded 1 or 0, to represent the presence or absence of 
vegetation cover, and the vegetation coverage on the two diagonal lines was calculated separately. 
The process was repeated three times by the three individuals, and the arithmetic average value was 
taken as the total coverage of one sample square. The mean FVC of the two sample squares was 
regarded as the true FVC of each sample plot, which was intended to improve the reliability of the 
in-situ data and better match the scale of the Landsat data. A Trimble GPS was used to record the 
coordinates for the center of the sample plots, and each plot was visually estimated by three people. 
The plot design is shown in Figure 2. We used the conventional standard deviation analysis method 
to exclude the abnormal points (| − | > 2σ, x is the value of the point, μ is the mean value of all 
points, and σ is the standard deviation of all points), maintaining 60 sample plots as accuracy 
validation points. These points were distributed in the urban areas (seven points), suburban areas (17 
points), and mountainous areas (36 points) of Beijing (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 2. Design of sample plots. 
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2.3. Methodology 

2.3.1. Dimidiate Pixel Model 

A pixel is generally considered to contain various surface features information. Therefore, by 
establishing a spectral mixture model, we can confirm that each surface features a ratio of one pixel. 
There is a generalizability approach of the linear spectral mixture method, the dimidiate pixel model 
(DPM). For our research, that only aims to analyze regional FVC values, this model has a simple 
algorithm and a strong operability. Additionally, it can weaken the influence of the atmosphere, soil 
background, vegetation types, etc. [32]. Many studies indicated that this model was suitable for 
diverse vegetation types and resolutions of remote sensing data [33–37]. 

In the dimidiate pixel model, we hypothesized that a pixel was only composed of vegetation and 
non-vegetation information. The observed information of one pixel was expressed as S, while the 
vegetation information was expressed as Sv, and the non-vegetation information was Sn: = +  (1) 

The ratio of the vegetation coverage area to the total area in a pixel was the FVC of this pixel (fc). The 
ratio of the non-vegetation coverage area to the total area in a pixel was 1 − fc. We hypothesized that 
the pure pixel information that was completely covered by vegetation was Sveg, and the non-
vegetation-covered pixel information was Snon. Then, Sv can be expressed as the product of fc and Sveg: = ×  (2) 

In a similar way, Sn was the product of 1 − fc and Snon: = (1 − ) ×  (3) 

The fc value was deduced as follows: S = + = × + (1 − ) ×  (4) = −−  (5) 

Rundquist performed linear correlation analysis of FVC and NDVI, affirming that there was a 
good correlation between them [38]. Wittich and Hansing’s achievements demonstrated the 
indicative function of NDVI to FVC [39]. NDVI was the most widely applied indicator to vegetation 
growth [40–44]. Substituting NDVI into Equation (5), the FVC expression was derived as follows: = −−  (6) 

NDVInon was an NDVI value in the non-vegetation-covered area, i.e., the NDVI of a non-
vegetation pixel should be 0 in theory; NDVIveg represented the NDVI value of the pixel that was 
fully covered by vegetation, i.e., the NDVI of a pure vegetation pixel should be 1. However, in 
practice, NDVInon was −0.1–0.2 because it was affected by noise [38,45]. Similarly, NDVIveg was usually 
not 1. Li believed that NDVIveg and NDVInon should be determined by the image itself, which can 
eliminate various interferences of the image [32]. In this paper, we chose the NDVI value in the NDVI 
frequency histogram of the image corresponding to a cumulative frequency with the value of 1% as 
the NDVInon, and 99% as NDVIveg.  

2.3.2. Piecewise Linear Regression 

Piecewise linear regression (PLR) is a commonly applied method for reflecting variations in a 
time series [46]. PLR divides time series data into multiple adjacent fitting lines with the minimum 
root mean square error [47]. In this study, we were not only limited to choosing extremum points as 
key breakpoints, but we also calculated the differences of every two adjacent sequence segment 
slopes, to acquire a high degree of goodness of fit. The specific procedure for determining the 
breakpoints is shown below (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Procedure of determining breakpoints. 

2.3.3. Bivariate and Partial Correlation Analysis 

To quantitatively analyze the correlation between vegetation changes and socioeconomic 
factors, we used bivariate (Equation (7)) correlation analysis to calculate their correlates, as shown by 
Pearson correlation coefficients (r). The coefficient of determination R2 equaled r square. In the 
equations, x represents the socioeconomic factors and y represents the average FVC. = = ∑ ( − ̅) ( − )∑ ( − ̅) ∑ ( − )  (7) 

However, there were intensive interactions between each factor [48]. When there are other 
variables affecting the correlation analysis results, bivariate correlation analysis may not be able to 
identify a positive or negative relationship. Thus, we used partial correlation analysis (Equation (8)), 
excluding the controlled variables, to measure the relationship between the two variables, without 
other influential factors. 

, = −1 − 1 −  (8) 

2.3.4. Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis (FA) is an important dimensionality reduction method promoted from principal 
component analysis to simplify multiple complex variables. Assuming that a multivariate system can 
be described by n random variables [x = (x1, x2, ..., xn)’], the mathematical model of FA is as follows: x − μ = AF + ε (9) 

Μ = (μ1, μ2, ..., μn)’ is the mean value, A = (αij) is the loading matrix, F is the common factor, ε is a 
special factor, and Var is variance. The factor contribution can be calculated as follows: 

Contribution = 
∑∑ ( ) (10) 
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2.3.5. FVC Growth Rate 

To clearly show the transitions of vegetation greenness in the time series, we calculated the 
growth rates of the mean FVC using Equation (11). Rate = − × 100% (11) 

A2 represents the mean FVC of the last year, while A1 represents the mean FVC of the initial year. 

3. Results 

3.1. FVC Estimation Results 

3.1.1. Spatial Distribution of FVC 

Figure 4 shows the FVC in Beijing for 2015. As shown in the figure, the high FVC is mainly 
distributed in the north and west, and the low FVC is mainly seen in the urban areas. The mean FVC 
for the entire city of Beijing was 0.725; the higest FVC was 0.867 in Huairou, and the lowest was 0.468 
in Central city. The sub-areas of Beijing were ranked by the mean FVC in descending order, as: 
Huairou > Miyun > Yanqing > Pinggu > Mentougou > Fangshan > Changping > Shunyi > Tongzhou > 
Daxing > Central city. We also classified the FVC estimation data into five levels using the Natural 
Breaks method, which best minimizes within class differences and maximizes between class 
differences [49]; rankings of 1 to 5 indicate poor, relatively poor, moderate, relatively good, and good, 
as shown in Table 1. Based on the in-situ investigation and the land use map, we placed rankings 3, 
4, and 5 into the “good FVC” category, and rankings of 1 and 2 into the “bad FVC” category. We 
calculated the “good FVC” ratio (GFR) at district and county level to further show the vegetation 
conditions of Beijing. The GFR of Beijing was 78.8%; the highest and the lowest GFR were in Huairou 
and Central city (90.5% and 53.8%, respectively). The sub-areas of Beijing were ranked by GFR in 
descending order, as: Huairou > Miyun > Yanqing > Mentougou > Pinggu > Fangshan > Changping 
> Shunyi > Tongzhou > Daxing > Central city. 

 
Figure 4. (a) The spatial distribution of FVC in Beijing. The map was created using ESRI ArcGIS 10.2. 
(b) The mean FVC/GFR of each county in 2015. The areas with a blue-green background color belong 
to the BTSSCP area. 
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Table 1. Classification of FVC degrees. 

Levels Name FVC Value Ranges 
1 Poor 0–0.3 
2 Relatively poor 0.3–0.5 
3 Moderate 0.5–0.7 
4 Relatively good 0.7–0.8 
5 Good 0.8–1.0 

3.1.2. Accuracy Validation 

To validate the accuracy of the results in our study area, the 60 in-situ checkpoints were utilized 
to perform a bivariate correlation analysis with the FVC estimation data. The Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient was 0.773 (p < 0.01, RMSE = 0.091), which meets the accuracy requirements (Figure 5), 
indicating that the DPM was reliable in extracting the FVC. This is also consistent with previous 
findings [3].  

 
Figure 5. The linear relationship between in-situ data and FVC estimation data using DPM. The x-
axis gives the FVC estimation data in the year 2015, while the y-axis gives the in-situ data measured 
in 2015. The solid line is the linear fitting line, the dash line is the 1:1 line. r = 0.773 (p < 0.01), R2 = 0.598, 
RMSE = 0.091 (n = 60).  

3.2. Spatial-Temporal Variation of FVC during 2000–2015 

Figure 6 illustrates the temporal characteristics of the FVC, indicating that the general restoration 
of vegetation greenness from 2000 to 2015 occurred in Huairou (HR), Miyun (MY), Shunyi (SY), 
Pinggu (PG), Mentougou (MTG), and Fangshan (FS); the degradation of vegetation coverage was 
seen in Yanqing (YQ), Changping (CP), Tongzhou (TZ), Daxing (DX), Central city (CC), and the 
whole of Beijing. 

We used the minus tool of spatial analyst tools in ArcGIS 10.2 to carry out difference calculations 
by subtracting the FVC estimation data of the former period from the latter, and made three spatial 
vegetation restoration and degradation pattern maps (Figure 7) for 2000 to 2005, 2005 to 2010, and 
2010 to 2015. The difference values were between −1 and 1. Based on our field investigation and 
magnitude of the difference values, we defined −1 to −0.2 as significant degradation, shown in 
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maroon; −0.2 to 0.2 was defined as non-significant change, shown in off-white; and 0.2 to 1 was 
defined as significant restoration, shown in green.  

 
Figure 6. Temporal variations of GFR and mean FVC at district and county levels from 2000–2015. 
The areas with a blue-green background color belong to the BTSSCP area. 

 
Figure 7. The spatial pattern of vegetation restoration and degradation in Beijing during (a) 2000–
2005; (b) 2005–2010 and (c) 2010–2015. 
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Combining Figures 6 and 7, from 2000 to 2005, the ratio of the significant restoration area was 
6.33%, while the ratio of the significant degradation area was 13.62%. The main greening area was in 
MTG; CP, SY, TZ, and CC were in browning. In the next five years, from 2005 to 2010, the ratio of the 
significant restoration area increased by 3.75% (to 10.08%), and the ratio of the significant degradation 
area decreased by 4.27% (to 9.35%). SY, CP, and TZ were then in greening, while CC was still in 
browning. From 2010 to 2015, the ratio of the significant restoration area increased by another 2.73% 
(to 12.81%), and the ratio of the significant degradation area remained generally stable (9.49%). 
During this period, YQ, and the most non-BTSSCP area, was in greening. The main degradation area 
was in the northern MTG area. It is verified that Beijing experienced both restoration and degradation 
from 2000 to 2015, and the vegetation conditions were better in general, only partially deteriorating. 

3.3. Correlations between Climatic Factors and FVC 

Time series of the annual mean temperature (AMT) and annual total precipitation (ATP) data 
were taken from Beijing statistical yearbooks. From 2000 to 2015, the AMT decreased by 
−0.0032 °C·year−1 (R2 = 0.12, p = 0.185), while the ATP significantly increased by 0.0323 mm·year−1  
(R2 = 0.45, p = 0.005) (Figure 8). The PLR method divided the time series of AMT into three different 
trends (two breakpoints): 2000 to 2006, 2007 to 2010, and 2011 to 2015. From 2000 to 2006, the AMT 
significantly increased at a rate of 0.0077 °C·year−1 (R2 = 0.60, p = 0.041), whereas from 2007 to 2010, it 
significantly decreased at a rate of −0.0345 °C·year−1 (R2 = 0.94, p = 0.032); a significantly decrease also 
took place during 2011 to 2015, at a rate of −0.0232 °C·year−1 (R2 = 0.95, p = 0.005) (Figure 8a). The PLR 
method also divided the ATP time sequence into three trends: 2000 to 2005, 2006 to 2011, and 2012 to 
2015. Before 2006, the ATP slightly increased, at a rate of 0.0204 mm·year−1 (R2 = 0.59, p = 0.12); from 
2006 to 2011, it increased at a rate of 0.1778 mm·year−1 (R2 = 0.59, p = 0.074); and it decreased after 2012, 
by −0.0656 mm·year−1 (R2 = 0.32, p = 0.431) (Figure 8b). The data show that in 2005/2006, there was a 
drought in Beijing, which was agreeable with the research conducted in Northern China [50,51]. 
However, in 2011/2012, although the temperature increased, the precipitation was abundant. 

 
Figure 8. (a) AMT and (b) ATP in Beijing from 2000 to 2015. 

Multi-year annual mean climate data from eighteen meteorological stations were selected to be 
the parameters for the bivariate and partial correlation analysis with FVC at a spatial level. The multi-
year monthly temperature and multi-year monthly precipitation data from April to October were 
chosen to calculate the multi-year annual mean temperature (MAMT) and multi-year annual mean 
precipitation (MAMP) in the growing season [52]. Table 2 shows the results. In the bivariate 
correlation analysis, the MAMT showed a significant negative relationship with FVC (r = −0.69,  
p = 0.019), but the MAMP did not (p > 0.05). To better confirm the relationships between each climate 
factor and FVC, a partial correlation analysis was performed. The results showed that the FVC was 
significantly negatively correlated with the MAMT (r = −0.819, p = 0.004); the FVC was significantly 
positively correlated with the MAMP (r = 0.653, p = 0.04). 
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Table 2. Correlations between vegetation cover changes and climatic factors. 

Variables Correlation 
Coefficients 

Significant 
(p-Value) 

Partial Correlation 
Coefficients 

Significant  
(p-Value) 

MAMT −0.69 * 0.019 −0.819 ** 0.004 
MAMP 0.295 0.378 0.653 * 0.04 

* Significant at p < 0.05, ** Significant at p < 0.01. 

3.4. Correlations between Human Activities and FVC 

3.4.1. Beijing-Tianjin Sandstorm Source Control Project 

BTSSCP is a sandstorm control policy which was implemented in Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, 
and Inner Mongolia from 2000 to 2010. From 2000 to 2005, 2005 to 2010, 2000 to 2010, and 2010 to 
2015, the percentages of the significant restoration area of BTSSCP accounted for 5.43%, 3.07%, 
11.45%, and 1.88%, respectively; the percentages of the significant degradation area were 1.6%, 1.11%, 
7.53%, and 5.68%., respectively The percentages of the significant restoration area of non-BTSSCP 
accounted for 9.82%, 13.34%, 13.09%, and 11.34%, respectively; the percentages of the significant 
degradation area were 8.95%, 4.74%, 32.83%, and 6.09%, respectively (Table 3). In the three five-year 
periods (2000–2005, 2005–2010, and 2010–2015), the restoration or degradation area of BTSSCP was 
relatively small, while the restoration or degradation area of non-BTSSCP was relatively large. This 
was mainly because, in the year 2000, the mean FVC of BTSSCP (0.77) was much higher than non-
BTSSCP (0.6); the cardinal number was large, so the significant restoration area (FVC increased more 
than 0.2) ratio was small in the BTSSCP area.  

The total effectiveness is a parameter for comparing the ecological conservation and restoration 
efforts in various ecological conservation areas (BTSSCP and non-BTSSCP in our study), which can 
be analogized as: Total	Effectiveness = Restoration + Stable − Degradation. The total effectiveness is 
higher if the Restoration and Stable values are larger, and the Degradation value is smaller. The total 
comparative effectiveness of ecological restoration efforts can be ranked using the total effectiveness [25]. 
In every five-year period, the total effectiveness of the BTSSCP area (96.79, 97.77, and 88.63, 
respectively) was better than the non-BTSSCP area (82.09, 90.52, and 87.83, respectively). Moreover, 
from 2000 to 2010, the total effectiveness of the BTSSCP area (84.94) was much higher than that of the 
non-BTSSCP area (34.34). Based on these facts, we can conclude that during the BTSSCP 
implementation period (2000–2010), the vegetation conditions of the BTSSCP area were well 
maintained. These findings are consistent with previous studies, which showed that the ecological 
policy was very effective in improving the vegetation conditions [44,53]. 

Table 3. The ratios of the restoration/degradation/stable area and the total effectiveness at BTSSCP 
and non-BTSSCP areas (%). 

Period 
BTSSCP Non-BTSSCP 

Restoration 
(%) 

Degradation 
(%) 

Stable 
(%) 

Total 
Effectiveness 

Restoration 
(%) 

Degradation
(%) 

Stable 
(%) 

Total 
Effectiveness 

2000–2005 5.43 1.6 92.96 96.79 9.82 8.95 81.22 82.09 
2005–2010 3.07 1.11 95.81 97.77 13.34 4.74 81.92 90.52 
2000–2010 11.45 7.53 81.02 84.94 13.09 32.83 54.08 34.34 
2010–2015 1.88 5.68 92.43 88.63 11.34 6.09 82.58 87.83 

3.4.2. Socioeconomic Factors 

We chose some related available socioeconomic variables at a district and county level for a 
bivariate-partial correlation analysis with vegetation transitions and factor analysis. These included 
the total population, GDP, Engel coefficient of urban, Engel coefficient of rural, per capita 
consumption of urban and per capita consumption, and investment in fixed assets (a significant 
indicator of urban expansion [54]).  

Table 4 presents the correlation coefficients and significance between the overall vegetation 
coverage changes and socioeconomic factors. In the bivariate correlation analysis, FVC showed a 
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significantly negative correlation with the total population (r = −0.705, p < 0.001), GDP (r = −0.556,  
p < 0.001), the Engel coefficient of urban (r = −0.537, p < 0.01), and the investment in fixed assets (r = 
0.443, p = 0.01). In the partial correlation analysis, the controlled variables were removed, and FVC 
only maintained a significantly negative correlation with the total population (r = −0.684, p < 0.05); 
however, the partial correlation coefficient with GDP was only −0.125 and did not pass the t-test.  

Table 4. Correlations between overall vegetation cover changes and socioeconomic factors. 

Variables 
Correlation 
Coefficients 

Significance  
(p-Value) 

Partial Correlation 
Coefficients 

Significance 
(p-Value) 

Contribution 
(%) 

Cumulative 
Contribution (%) 

Total 
population −0.705 *** 0.000 −0.684 * 0.042 54.356 54.356 

GDP −0.556 *** 0.000 −0.125 0.749 30.677 85.032 
Engel 
coefficient of 
urban 

−0.537 ** 0.005 −0.186 0.631 7.579 92.612 

Engel 
coefficient of 
rural 

−0.348 0.081 −0.045 0.908 4.236 96.848 

Investment 
in fixed 
assets 

−0.443 ** 0.01 0.143 0.713 2.112 98.960 

per capita 
consumption 
of urban 

0.166 0.448 0.018 0.963 0.767 99.727 

per capita 
consumption 
of urban 

0.158 0.484 0.134 0.731 0.273 100.0 

* Significance at p < 0.05, ** Significance at p < 0.01, *** Significance at p < 0.001. 

The most contributory socioeconomic factors tested by factor analysis were the population 
(contribution = 54.356%) and GDP (contribution = 30.677%). The question arose as to why GDP 
showed such a difference in the bivariate and partial correlation analyses. To confirm whether there 
was some relationship between GDP and vegetation changes, we drew a scatter plot of GDP-FVC 
(Figure 9a) at a district and county level, and also drew a population-FVC scatter plot, used for 
comparison (Figure 9b). It was observed that the points of TZ, DX, CC, FS, SY, and CP (T-C) are 
distributed on the left of the vertical dashed line, which represents “mean FVC = 0.7”. The points of 
HR, MY, PG, MTG, and YQ (H-Y) were distributed on the right of the dashed line. There are possible 
different relationships on the left and right. Figure 9c,d show the FVC growth rates and population 
at a district and county level. Vertical dashed lines were illustrated to divide T-C and H-Y, and it 
could be seen that trends in FVC growth and population were spatially heterogeneous. In T-C, FVC 
growth was mostly negative, and the population increase was high and unstable. In H-Y, FVC growth 
was mostly positive, and the population increase was slight and stable. These phenomena would be 
manifested, based on different policy contexts. Therefore, we proposed a hypothesis that the 
correlation between socioeconomic factors and vegetation changes might be spatially heterogeneous, 
based on the context of different areas. 

According to our hypothesis, the correlation coefficients of GDP-FVC and population-FVC in T-
C and H-Y were calculated, respectively (Table 5). Although there were two obvious groups of points 
divided by the vertical line FVC = 0.7, and the plus-minus signs of coefficients in T-C (r = −0.175 in 
bivariate, r = 0 in partial) and H-Y (r = 0.066 in bivariate, r = −0.325 in partial) were opposite, the 
significance of population-FVC shows that there was no statistical significance of population-FVC in 
T-C or H-Y (p > 0.1), so the influence of population was not spatially heterogeneous, based on our 
data. However, there were two opposite trends in the correlation analysis of GDP-FVC in the two 
groups of points. In T-C, the GDP showed a significantly negative correlation with FVC (r = −0.601, p 
< 0.01), and a significantly positive correlation with H-Y (r = 0.614, p < 0.01).  
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Figure 9. (a) Correlation relationships between GDP and FVC at a district and county level in 2000–
2015; (b) Correlation relationships between population and FVC at a district and county level in 2000–
2015; (c) FVC change rates at a district and county level during 2000–2015; (d) Population at a district 
and county level. The y-axis of (a,b) are logarithmic coordinates. 

Table 5. Correlations between vegetation cover changes and socioeconomic factors in T-C and H-Y. 

Change from  
2000 to 2015 

Correlation 
Coefficients 

Significance 
(p-Value) 

Partial Correlation 
Coefficients 

Significance 
(p-Value) 

population in T-C −0.175 0.415 0 1 
population in H-Y 0.066 0.782 −0.325 0.175 

GDP in T-C −0.617 ** 0.001 −0.601 ** 0.002 
GDP in H-Y 0.553 * 0.011 0.614 ** 0.005 

* Significance at p < 0.05, ** Significance at p < 0.01. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Possible Influential Factors for Vegetation Change Trends 

Lü et al., Tian et al. and Feng et al. pointed out that both natural and human-induced factors 
have effects on vegetation change, but human-induced factors are more significant in explaining 
trends [25,55,56]. In this paper, the correlation between the temperature and precipitation, and the 
FVC, are both significant, and the correlation coefficient between temperature and FVC is higher. 
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From these results, it seems that temperature is inhibiting the growth of vegetation. However, it is 
well known that this phenomenon occurs in arid and semi-arid areas, with less precipitation [22]. The 
total precipitation in Beijing is 500–600 mm per year, which makes Beijing a semi-humid region. 
Furthermore, a 16-year period is a short-term series, and there were also no extreme climatic events, 
so the meteorological conditions should be seen as a stable condition. Therefore, the climatic factors 
can not be used to explain the changes in vegetation. 

In stable meteorological conditions, human activity is a very significant factor in impacting 
vegetation changes, especially in mega cities, and the intense human activity can change the urban 
environment over a short period [57], which has been a hot issue of international concern in recent 
years. Considering that Beijing is a rapidly developing region with very severe human activity 
influences, we try to explore whether the strong correlation between climate and FVC is influenced 
by human activities. Peng et al. found that in Eastern China, the mean NDVI values in the urban areas 
were lower than those in the rural areas, which suggested that anthropogenic activities in the urban 
area would have more influence on the vegetation density, manifesting as a decrease in the mean 
NDVI [27]. This was consistent with the results of our study. The results of the ecological project 
effect show that, before 2010, namely the implementation period of BTSSCP, in spatial, the total 
effectiveness of the BTSSCP area was higher than that of non-BTSSCP area, directly showing that 
human afforestation activities can effectively improve the ecological environment. After 2010, the 
main degradation area was in MTG. In the second investigation of Chinese land resources in 2007, 
the type of vegetation in the main degradation area was grassland, but it was transformed to sparse 
shrub in 2015, according to our investigation. We therefore believe that it is the main contribution to 
the reduction of total effectiveness in the BTSSCP area. During this period, there was also a large scale 
plain afforestation project (between the year 2012 to 2015) being rapidly implemented in the non-
BTSSCP area. Hence, the total effectiveness of the non-BTSSCP area is also considerable. These facts 
may not be highly consistent with the expectations, but it is further explained that human-induced 
policies had significant impacts on vegetation changes. Besides, Sun et al. also proposed that the 
ecological conservation and restoration policies such as BTSSCP have improved vegetation in the 
mountainous area of Beijing, and the urban green space construction policies such as plain 
afforestation project and the preparation for the Olympics have increased the vegetation coverage in 
the plain urban area [58]. In the correlation analysis of socioeconomic factors with FVC, the 
relationships are very significant, which are also significant in explaining ecological transitions [57]. 
How human activity impacts are exerted is another important focus of this study. 

4.2. Spatial Heterogeneity of Human Activity Influences 

On the basis of our hypothesis, another new point that our study concentrated on was the spatial 
heterogeneity of human activity influences. Wang et al. criticized the negative effects of economic 
development on the environment in Southeast China, but it was based on a fast-growing population, 
which was inconsistent with our study [59]. Table 6 shows that, in most parts of the BTSSCP area, 
there were positive trends in the vegetation growth; for the aspects of society and economy, there 
was a stable increase in population, and the GDP showed a positive relationship with vegetation 
change. This indicated that, although the population was increasing, it increased at a slow rate and 
was under control, so the increasing population did not obviously damage the local ecosystem in the 
BTSSCP area. The positive effects of economic welfare and ecological restoration projects were much 
more significant, which improved the local ecosystem. An empirical study in China from 2000 to 2010 
also proved that regional economic welfare may have generally significant positive impacts on 
vegetation greening [25]. Regression analyses in Italy and Nigeria also suggested that the economic 
productivity might contribute to ecological restoration and the mitigation of vegetation degradation [60,61]. 

On the contrary, in most parts of the non-BTSSCP area, negative trends in the vegetation growth 
were shown; a considerable increasing and fluctuation in the population also occured, while GDP 
became an indicator of urban expansion [62] and showed a negative correlation with vegetation 
change. In addition, there was no protection of ecological restoration projects. We therefore believed 
that in the non-BTSSCP area, the extensive growth and fluctuation of the population and urban 
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expansion, the level of which reached the carrying capacity of ecosystems, caused negative effects on 
vegetation restoration. This is very common in developing countries [25] and could also be verified 
by empirical studies and case analyses. For example, Bangladesh experienced a decline in vegetation 
caused by population growth, economic development, and rapid urban expansion, from 1992 to 2003 [62], 
while in South Africa, the human population was strongly responsible for land cover change and 
degradation [63]. It proved that human activity influences would be highly spatially heterogeneous, 
based on the context of different areas. In addition, the analysis in the BTSSCP and non-BTSSCP areas 
indicated that vegetation restoration in the BTSSCP area over the last 16 years might be largely 
attributed to ecological projects, which is consistent with previous studies [44,53,64]. Taking the 2010 
land cover data as a reference, what was in the non-BTSSCP area was mostly cultivated land and 
artificial surfaces, revealing that in this area, urban expansion and populations of great density and 
mobility brought destruction to the local ecosystem. Therefore, in order to restrain sand invasion and 
protect the ecosystem while expanding cities, an integrative consideration of ecological conservation, 
restoration policy, and the spatially heterogeneous of socioeconomic influences (on vegetation and 
the ecological system) is necessary, when governments make a decision. 

Table 6. Districts and counties under different categorical criteria. 

Categorical Criterion Districts and Counties 
BTSSCP/non-BTSSCP HR, MY, PG, MTG, YQ, CP TZ, DX, CC, FS, SY 

Positive/negative vegetation growth HR, MY, PG, MTG, FS, SY TZ, DX, CC, YQ, CP 
Positive/negative GDP influences 

Stable/non-stable population 
HR, MY, PG, MTG, YQ TZ, DX, CC, FS, SY, CP 

4.3. Limitations and Future Work 

It is important to consider that the impact of the soil background would introduce errors to the 
estimation of FVC. There was a shortcoming when using the NDVI, with a response effect 
inconspicuous to highly-vegetation-covered areas. When the FVC is smaller than 15%, the NDVI can 
differentiate the soil and vegetation, but when the FVC is larger than 80%, the capacity of the NDVI 
response to vegetation is weak [65–67]. The visual angle in FVC definition was vertical to the surface, 
but when the satellite sensor acquired remote sensing data, the angle was normally not vertical to the 
ground. In general, the sensor angle was related to the sensor type. This could also cause errors when 
estimating the FVC [32]. We could not obtain remote sensing images each year with identical phases, 
and we also could not remove all the clouds without replacing them with other parts of images. 
Therefore, the existence of different phases in our images inevitably introduced errors. 

Our study area was the city of Beijing. Considering its area and the time period of the study, we 
chose 30-m Landsat data to conduct the research. The advantages of Landsat data were that the 
historical data was available, the data volume was moderate, and the resolution also met the in-situ 
sample resolution and research requirements. However, the data provided by USGS was not 
continuous in the time sequence, which was very limiting for our research. From many images, we 
chose the years 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 as the four time nodes of Beijing vegetation coverage for 
estimating and monitoring, and because the time resolution was low, we could not conduct trend 
analysis using the least square method, which has a higher statistical accuracy. We could only 
perform difference calculations, which can show vegetation growth trends, but cannot identify the 
significance level, so there was a weakness in the statistics. Furthermore, because the sample sizes of 
socioeconomic and meteorological data that we could obtain were significantly different from the 
size of the remote sensing images, combined with the lack of certain socioeconomic or meteorological 
data at a district and county level or at a time sequence, uncertainties were brought into the statistical 
test that affected the accuracy [68]. This meant that the analysis results of some indices could not pass 
the t-test. In future work, our study will be not limited to four separate years, a 16-year study period, 
or one city. We would like to use year-by-year remote sensing data, more comprehensive 
socioeconomic and meteorological data, and consider a longer time period and wilder study area to 
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verify our current findings. In addition, indicators of vegetation conditions would not only be limited 
to FVC, and we would like to introduce other indices in the future, to indicate vegetation greenness. 

5. Conclusions 

This study monitored vegetation coverage changes from 2000 to 2015 in Beijing using remote 
sensing data and analyzed the correlative factors of the changes. The main conclusions of the study 
are as follows: 

(1) On an overall basis, from 2000 to 2005, 2005 to 2010, and 2010 to 2015, Beijing experienced both 
restoration (6.33%, 10.08%, and 12.81%, respectively) and degradation (13.62%, 9.35%, and 
9.49%, respectively), the vegetation conditions were better in general, only partially 
deteriorating. 

(2) Human activity factors have significant relationships with vegetation cover changes, and they 
are a very significant factor in impacting and explaining vegetation changes. The socioeconomic 
factors, especially the population, were the dominant factors influencing the vegetation 
condition.  

(3) Human activity influences on vegetation coverage were highly spatially heterogeneous, based 
on the unique context of different areas, which needed to be evaluated comprehensively: in the 
BTSSCP area, the economic development and ecological restoration project improved the local 
ecosystem, based on a stable increase in population; in the non-BTSSCP area, the extensive 
growth and fluctuation of the population, urban expansion, and economic development, caused 
negative effects on vegetation restoration. 
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